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1 - the Departure
SORA'S BROKEN HEART
part 1-the departure
note I do not own Kingdom Hearts or any of the Characters. this story is mine but not the
concept. so yeahhh...
it was a sound that was as distance as the ocean. A cry of a small bird seemed to echo
everywhere. The closer he got, the darker the skys's became, and the more he felt his heart being
shattered by the darkness itself.
a sudden gasp filled the room. sora's eyes were wide and his face was pale and cold. He lifted
his hand and brushed his spikey hair back."what in the world..why do i keep having these weird
dreams?" looking out his window he could the ocean. It was a beautiful shiny blue that seemed
to cover the land." SORA!! last time I checked 11:00 was the afternoon not the morning!" looking
down Sora frowned it was Riku picking on him again." just because I sleep alot doesn't mean I
can't still kick your butt!" a smile came on Riku's face." Not much of a threat coming from a guy
in pajamas!" Sora just laughed and showed his goofy grin. Jumping out of bed sora scowered
across the floor for his cloths. Eventually gathing his stuff he bounded out the door where he
was meet by kairi.'' Looks like the lazy bum is outta bed finally!" Sora blushed and rubbed the
back of his head "you and riku just can't get a break from picking on me can you?' Kairi replied
with a giggle." So are you guys ready to head for the island?"" I think so.. Riku do you rember
what the king said in the letter? Riku sighed"the letter the king gave us says he should be
coming around 11:30 any longer and we would have had to drag you outta bed sora" Sora
scowled, they wouldn't leave his sleeping schedual alone. They walked till the reached their
boats. Riku and Kairi went ahead first. Sora climbed into his boat, the waves crashed against the
sides and the smell the of ocean filled the air. Looking up Sora could see the birds flying
overhead. A strange feeling of saddness krept over him as he watched them. It was as if he
wanted to soar in the sky with them. A sudden pain shot through Sora. He grabbed his chest and
and gasped for air. He struggled with the pain fearing it would never end. and a suddenly as it
came it faded. Looking in bewilderment he looked around for an answear. But all that was there
was sea and clouds. Reaching shore Sora stagged out of the boat and looked around."man that
was weird"he mutted to himself."what's wierd?" Surprised to see Kairi's face right in front of him
Sora stumbled backwards falling on the sand."hhaahaah Sora your such a space cadet!"
Jumping up Sora whipped the sand off him ,He was a little afraid to tell his freinds what
happened. Just as he was about to speak a large portal appreared in the sky. a royal gummi ship
appeared and floated down to the sand."is it the King?' " Must be" sand was swirling all around
as the ship landed. the door slowley creaked open,SORA!SORA! two bodies flew out of the ship
and landed on sora with a thump. "Goofy! Donald!...nice to see you guys but I can't feel my
spine!" hearing this reply the both jumped off and started laughing."It's good to see you all
again!" A small mouse lept out of the craft it was king mickey. Hey mickey whats the urgent news
you wanted to tell us?" Riku asked. the smiles that had appearred quickly fadded. A seroius face

now was worn on the mouse's face," Somthing terrible has happened. What we thought was the
end was only the begging but we can't talk here climb abored and we can talk later at HALLOW
BASTION." Sora surprised at the news didn't know if he should be happy of sad but he knew one
thing." I'm sure whatever it is we can handle it now that were all here together." a smile came
acorss everyones a face again and the king laughed to himslef. they all climebed abored and
lifted of the sand and shot of into space. Staring outside of the window Sora watched as the
planets and stars zoomed by. The feeling of fadeing away seemed to fill the ship." You alright
Sora?"Riku looked at his friend concerned " Huh? oh yeah... i was just wondering how everyone
is doing." " Well we'll find out soon won't we? Riku looked at Sora for an answear. Sora smiled
but couldn't shake this very uneasy feeling overhim. kairi seemed to be the only one to notice
Sora's discomfort." Sora is there somthing you wanna tell me?"" oh it's nothing I'm just sleepy
thats all. Kiari sighed and started to walk away."Kairi!" "yeah Sora?' " I'll protect you no matter
what happens okay?" surprised Kairi started to blush at Sora's remark.But their moment was
ruined when a small voice sounded around the ship "We're here everyone get ready!"
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2 - The new threat

PART 2 THE NEW THREAT
the royal gummi ship landed in the the terrance of the town. As the climbed out of the sora
looked at the beautiful city that was once a broken and demolished city. But Now was a sparkling
town with a magnificent castle in the middle. I was seemed to touch the very heavens. Sora could
now see how this town was once called Raident Gardens.'' Well look who's here" befor Sora
stood Leon,Yuffie, Areif, and Cloud. Sora smiled it was good to see his freinds again. "We got
your message king mickey are you ready to have the meeting ?" Leon guestioned. "Yes of
course the sooner the better" the mouse squeeked. befor he knew it Sora was in Merlin's house
siting at a long table with everyone sitting around him. He was dissapointed he couldn't catch up
with anyone, but he hid his feelings for the time being. King Mickey sttod up and cleared his
voice"Everyone i have contacted you all to tell you about a serious threat that is even more
dangerous than the heartless and noboodies." " You gatta be kiding me? how come we defeat
one threat an even more powerful one shows up?!" Sora shouted " Calm down Sora I know how
you feel but it's proof how desperate the forces of darkness are becoming. they are starting to
send their most powerful forces to stop us. This time the threat we face is called the
antishadows." all around the room a small uneasyness was felt all around. Sora was confused
"ANTISHADOWS? what are they are they like heartless?"
" There'yre a lot stonger they can only appear out of people's shadow's but I'm not exactly sure
how they are created. We were attacked by them in the catsle... i tried to destroy them with my
keyblade but they could heal so fast that i was only able to destroy 1 out of the 50 that came..." "
Are you serious only one? what happened to the castle? and wouldnt the conerstone of light
keep them away?'' Riku couldn't beleive that the king, as good as a fighter he was, was so
unevenly unmatched. King mickey looked down in silence and took a heavy deep sigh." The
castle was taken over and I had to flee with Donald and Goofy we were the only ones who could
escape, the rest are still trapped in the castle." Sora quickly jumped up." We have to hurry and
save them or!!... ' I KNOW SORA!.....'' Mickey shouted in protest." but we can't fight them how we
are now, we are to weak. what also troubled me is that the closer they got to the conerstone they
bigger and stronger they became." Sora bit his lip in anger he didn't realize what he said hurt the
king very much. What the king said ment that his wife, queen Minny was still at the catsle. But I
seemed that the part were they got closer to the conerstone the stronger they became made Sora
shiver. Seeing Sora upset kairi quickly changed the subject."well what do you suggest we do the
King mickey?" the small mouse stared down at the table in thought. Goofy's voiced sounded at
the end of the table'' What about yen Sid?" Donald looked up in surprise'' Of course! Yen-Sid
would know he knows everything! Donald looked at the king with excitment." thats a smart idea
Donald but I already treid to contact him but I can't seem to find him. Sora poudered for a
moment "Well I guess we better start looking for him! we aren't going to get anything done by
sitting here!" King mickey smiled in surprise and agreed. But just as Sora was to respond the
sharp pain that came apoun him before was back. Sora grabbed his throbbing chest and tried to
keep himself from falling. Riku jumped up from his chair and went to catch Sora."Sora are you
alright?! SORA?!?" Sora took a gassped for air and tried to reassure his

freind."AAAGHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!" eveyone jumped in their seats, screams were being heard
outside the house. Everyone got up and took out their weapens. and raced for the door but if
flew wide open. A large black human shaped figured apperaed. Toxic looking smoke rose from
the creature. The claws on it's hands were as sharp knives. The only detail that could be seen on
the creature besides it's black shape was 2 large yellow eyes that drifted around the room as if
looking for somthing. and dragging behind it was a body limp and lifless.
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3 - The awakening

PART 3 THE AWAKENING
Everyone seeing what they were truly facing slowley backed away. The black creature slowley
walked in dragging the lifless body with it. glancing at the body Cloud began charging forward
and swung his sword apoun the creature, cutting it in halve.The creatures body became limp and
dropped the body.''Is it dead?" kairi slowley walked over to it. A sudden breath of life retuend to
the creature, sensing this leon Grabed Kairi and threw her back as the black blob quickly
reshaped and flew at leon. Holding his sword Leon swung a series of attacks. But as soon as he
finished the creature unfazed, regenerated from each attack. Grabbing Leon, it threw him across
the room into the cubord taking the breath out of him. Swinging around, the creature went for
Arieffe. Jumping in the way Cloud was stabbed in the arm by the creatures claws stoping him
from using his sword. Blood seeped down from it's claws as it made short work of Yuffie. It went
towards King Mickey, Donald, and Goofy. Donald charged foward raising his wand"BLIZZARD!"
the creature was soon inveloped in ice. Goofy threw his sheild at the creature shattering it into
pieces. HOORRAAY! WE DID IT!! the two danced around in joy. But the mass on the floor busrt
from their icy prisons and gathered back into 3 smaller forms. the forms lunged at the trio and
held them tight. they struggled to get free but it was pointless the creatures were to strong. All
that was left was Riku,Sora, and Kairi. Two more creatures appeared at the door and walked
twoards the survivors. ARRRRGGGHHHH!!! Riku ran towards the couple with his sword drawn
jumping into the air swinging his blade cloaked in dark power. Sora stood in the conor with kairi.
the pain in his chest was still there but he ignored it and materilized his key blade."SORA STOP!
you can't fight the way you are!" Kairi 's eyes were welling up with tears. "I won't let Riku fight
alone! and Kairi..... I told you i would protect you no matter what.." Looking back at Kairi Sora
smiled and ran towards the fray. Uttering a fire spell he set the creatures on fire."I'ts about time
you showed up!"Riku panted" Well you know how it is, slaying giant black creatures is what i do
best." smileing they both did a series of attacks that flowed with eachother like a dance. Causing
the creatures to keep regenerating so much they couldn't attack. But the pain in his chest was
starting to get to Sora. He collasped to his nee's heaving and panting. seeing Sora's exhausting
Riku went to go help his freind. But the creatures quickly acted and grabbed Riku and Kairi by
their necks and slaming them against the wall. "Crap!.....Can't BRe..ath!" "soraaa....ugh!""NO
RIKU KAIRI!!" Sora stumbled twoards his freinds, but his legs gave out on him. the room begain
to fade. Sora could hear his freinds gasping for breath,he could feel the very air around him
freeze. and soon everything was dark and no sound could be heard."I have to save them... I have
..to I promised........NO MATTER WHAT..." all of a sudden a force exploded inside his chest.The
pain was now replaced with anger and bloodlust. He could feel a power bubble from him like
acid. He didn't understand but in fact he didn't care, all he wanted was for all the creatures to be
gone. Looking over the creature's shoulder Riku watched in horror as a dark Sora rose from the
ground, his skin had turn pure black. His eyes that were once a sky blue were replaced with
bright golden eyes. A horible black smog drifted form this from. He looked almost just like the
creatures that had slaughtered everyone. The creatures looked at the risen being who was know
staring back at them very pissed off.
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